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1.0 REASONS FOR HERITAGE DESIGNATION: 

St Patrick's Roman Catholic Church and Cemetery at 11873 The Gore Road is worthy of 

designation under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act for its cultural heritage value. The 

property meets the criteria for designation prescribed by the Province of Ontario (regulation 

9/06) under the three categories of design or physical value, historical or associative value and 

contextual value. 

1.1 STATEMENT EXPLAINING THE CULTURAL HERITAGE VALUE OR INTEREST OF 

THE PROPERTY 

The cultural heritage value of St. Patrick's Roman Catholic Church is related to its design or 

physical value as a good example of late 19th century church architecture. The church was 
constructed in 1894 and is a representative example of Romanesque Revival design reflecting 

a high degree of craftsmanship with a prominent, square bell tower with a steep, pyramidal, 

metal clad roof, unpainted red brick walls; masonry buttresses and other brick detailing, along 
with pointed arched window openings with leaded stained glass windows and a dated 

cornerstone on the north-east wall. The red brick for the church was fired on a brick works near 

Castlemore and the foundation stones came from Salt Creek near Tullamore. The metal bell 

in the tower was forged in France. Churches of this scale are less typical in a rural hamlet. 

They are more likely to be found in a more urban area. 

The church was built in 1894 replacing a smaller frame structure constructed in the 1830s. The 

church is the design of the noted Toronto architectural firm of Arthur W. Holmes (1863-1944) 

and Albert Asa Post (1850-1926). The firm of Post and Holmes designed a great many 
buildings for Roman Catholic dioceses across southern Ontario, including St. Michael's 

College in Toronto (1891), St. Michael's Hospital (1894) and St Gregory's Catholic Church in 
Oshawa (1893). 

The interior of St. Patrick's is noteworthy for its arched ceiling with heavy, decorative wooden 

trusses, a wall plaque commemorating the life of Fr. Eugene O'Reilly (1796-1861), the 

influential parish priest who served the St. Patrick's parish from 1837 to 1860. Also the 

substantial wood choir loft (the base of which served as the scaffolding platform for the 

construction of the bell tower). Also of note is the wood paneled ceiling in the entrance 

vestibule. 

The property also holds compelling historical or associative value. St. Patrick's is the second 

oldest parish in the Archdiocese of Toronto and the first church in the diocese to bear the 

name of St. Patrick. The property was the location of Wildfield's first school and the first 

Catholic school in Peel County (built 1907). It was also the site of St. John's Agricultural 

College (1862-1875), which was a school for local children and orphans from Toronto. The 

site is connected with the site of the former Loretto Convent (established in 1946), which was 

situated directly across the road in the former Grady General Store. 

The site also honours the historical legacy and many contributions made by the Roman 

Catholic Church. St. Patrick's was originally referred to as the "Gore Mission". It served the 

many farmstead and hamlets in the surrounding areas. Wildfield was chosen as the site for a 

Catholic church because it was deemed to be a central geographic point between the 

surrounding townships. The local clergy acquired a 200-acre land grant in 1834 and a frame 



church was built. The present St. Patrick's church was built on the site of this original frame 

structure. The priests of St. Patrick's served mission churches over a large area for several 

decades and today St. Patrick's is still known as the "Mother Church" for all Catholic parishes 

in Peel Region. In the mid 19m century Fr. O'Reilly is known to have married nearly 400 
couples and baptized close to 2000 people, including 71 adult converts to Catholicism. Fr. 

O'Reilly was also instrumental in ensuring that concession and sideroads roads were cleared. 

He also coordinated the establishment of the separate school, rectory and St. John's 

Agricultural College. 

Another religious leader who left a tremendous impact on Wildfield was Father Francis 

McSpiritt (1830-1895). He was the parish priest from 1887 to 1895. McSpiritt was well known 

as a miracle worker. According to local legend, he was able to cure the sick. There are several 

accounts of him curing people of epilepsy, blindness, tremors, nervous disorders and other 

afflictions. Large groups of pilgrims traveled to Wildfield from all over Ontario, parts of the 

United States and even Europe seeking his cures. 

Due to the popularity of Fr. McSpiritt and the growth of the Wildfield community, the current 

church was built. McSpiritt oversaw the construction. People contributed generously to the 

project and the new church was completed without incurring debt. For years after his death in 

August 1895, visitors to Fr. McSpiritt's grave in St. Patrick's cemetery would scoop up handfuls 

of soil in the belief that it held curative powers. The bell in the St. Patrick's bell tower rang the 

first time at Father McSpiritt's funeral. 

The property is associated with the history of the crossroads hamlet of Wildfield and the Gore 

Road area, which grew up around St Patrick's. Irish Catholic immigrants were instrumental in 

the settling of the area beginning in the early 1830s. St Patrick's Church was the focal point of 

Roman Catholic settlers from the local community and the outlying communities too. 

The Euro-Canadian cemetery reflect the legacy of the Irish settlers to Canada as most of the 

19th century burials are for people of Irish descent. The property, and the many burials its 
contains, also holds significant spiritual importance as the 'final resting place' of several 

settlers from Wildfield and Toronto-Gore township. The many early tombstones and grave 
markers (most inset in a concrete cairn) reflect a high degree of craftsmanship as exhibited by 

ornately carved motifs and symbols. The landscaping elements of the Cemetery are also 

significant with a row of mature conifers planted as a backdrop to the cairn, also some 

randomly planted mature specimen trees and shrubs, along with expansive open lawns and 

gently contoured and mostly naturalized valley lands flanking the rear portion of the property 

along a north-south axis. The first burial in St. Patrick's Cemetery was for Thomas Russel, 

who was working on the area land survey team in the 1830s. 

The cultural heritage value of the property is also deeply connected to its contextual value as 
the long established focal point of the former crossroads hamlet of Wildfield. The overall site is 

a very significant cultural heritage landscape. The church spire dominates the landscape. It is 

easily the tallest and most prominent built feature in the general area and is visible for several 

kilometers in every direction. The church property is situated on the crest of a rolling hill where 

The Gore Road and Mayfield Road meet. The subject property is the most recognizable and 

single most prominent feature remaining of the original hamlet of Wildfield. The village itself 

grew up around this significant landmark. The cemetery, valley containing a tributary of the 
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West Humber watershed and the considerable amount of open green space, along with some 

dense woodlots that surrounds the church, maintain the pastoral, rural character of the area. 

The statement explaining the cultural heritage value or interest of the property, including a 

description of the heritage attributes of the property along with all other components of the 

Heritage Report: Statement of Reasons for Heritage Designation, constitute the "reason for 

heritage designation" required under the Ontario Heritage Act. 

1.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE HERITAGE ATTRIBUTES OF THE PROPERTY: 

Unless otherwise indicated, the reason for designation apply generally to all exterior 

elevations, facades, foundation, roof and roof trim, all doors, windows, other structural 

openings and associated trim, all architectural detailing, construction materials of wood, stone, 

brick, plaster parging, metal and glazing and related building techniques, fencing, all trees, 

shrubs, hedgerows, other vegetation and the grounds and vistas generally. 

To ensure that the cultural heritage value of this property is conserved, certain heritage 

attributes that contribute to its value have been identified specifically and they include: 

Design / Physical Value: 

•	 St. Patrick's Church (built in 1894) is a good example of vernacular Romanesque 

Revival architecture; 

•	 The Church reflects a high degree of craftsmanship with prominent square belltower 

with steep pyramidal roof profile and metal cladding; unpainted red masonry walls; 

prominent masonry buttresses and other brick detailing; slender pointed arched window 

openings; leaded stained glass windows; heavy metal bell in tower; wooden double leaf 

doors. 

Dated cornerstone (1894); 

Metal cross at pinnacle of belltower; 

Steeply pitched roof. 

Tall masonry chimney stack on south elevation; 

Interior architectural elements of the Church include: arched ceiling with heavy wood 

trusses; wall plaque commemorative Fr. Eugene O'Reilly, substantial wood choir loft; 

wood paneled ceiling in entrance vestibule; label detailing over statuary built-ins that 

flank the main altar; 

•	 Cemetery elements include: beautifully carved gravestones inset in a long concrete 

cairn; other grave markers in the cemetery; marker for Fr. Francis McSpiritt; monument 

to Fr. Eugene O'Reilly; historical plaques. 

Historical / Associative Value: 

•	 St. Patrick's Church is a good example of work of noted Toronto architectural firm, Post 

and Holmes; 

•	 St. Patrick's Cemetery reflects the legacy of the many Irish settlers who arrived in the 

Toronto-Gore area starting in the early 19 century; 

•	 First church in Toronto Archdiocese to bear the name of St. Patrick. 

•	 Second oldest parish in the Toronto Archdiocese; 



•	 First separate school in Peel was located on the subject property (1907); 

•	 Wildfield's first school was located on the subject property; 

•	 St. John's Agricultural School in operation from 1862 to 1875 was located on the subject 

property'; 

•	 Associated with the Loretto Convent (est. 1946) once located across the road; 

•	 The site has been the historical focal point of the cross-roads hamlet of Wildfield since 

the 1830s; 

•	 Subject property honours the legacy of the Roman Catholic Church in Ontario; 

•	 Associated with prominent local clergyman, Father Eugene O'Reilly (1796-1861) who is 

buried in the cemetery; 

•	 Associated with prominent clergyman and reputed faith healer, Father Francis McSpiritt 

(1830-1895) who is buried in the cemetery; 

•	 Cemetery is 'final resting place' of many early settlers to Toronto-Gore. 

Contextual Value: 

•	 Site is a significant cultural heritage landscape; 

•	 Church is a prominent landmark particularly in rural setting such as Wildfield; 

•	 St. Patrick's spire is the tallest and most prominent built feature in the general area and 

is visible for several kilometers in every direction; 

•	 Subject property is single most tangible element associated with the historic hamlet of 

Wildfield; Hamlet of Wildfield developed around the subject property; 

•	 Cemetery, valley, contoured landscape, specimen trees (including row of conifers 

behind cairn) and large open green space maintain the pastoral, rural character of the 

area; 

•	 Some dense woodlots and other vegetation mostly in and flanking the valley lands; 

•	 Valley containing a tributary as part of the West Humber watershed. 

2.0 GENERAL PROPERTY DESCRIPTION: 

The subject property is within the Peel Plain physiographic region of Southern Ontario 

(Chapman and Putnam, 1984: 174-176). The land surface of the plain is generally 

characterized by relatively level topography, within a consistent, gradual slope toward Lake 

Ontario. 

The property is situated in the former cross-roads hamlet of Wildfield in Toronto-Gore 

Township. The government of Upper Canada deeded a grant of 200 acres at Part Lot 17, 

Concession 10 in 1834 for a Catholic church and cemetery to serve Irish settlers in the area, 

whose closest place of worship, until that time, had been St. Paul's Church in Toronto. 

The existing 35-acre parcel is roughly rectangular in shape, situated prominently at the south 

east corner of The Gore Road and Mayfield Road. 

The plan of the principle masonry structure is rectangular in shape. 

The principle elevation (main fagade) is emphasized by the prominent square bell tower which 

stands as the tallest physical features for several kilometers around. The front fagade faces 
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The Gore Road. The cemetery is adjacent to the Church at the north-east corner of the 
property. 

The landscape is define by gently rolling hills, with expansive open space, trees and woodlot 

clusters and partially naturalized valley land and tributary creek surrounding the church. 

Adjacent property features include some late 19th and early 20th century residential architecture 
along The Gore Road. 

3.0 HERITAGE EVALUATION / CRITERIA NOTE: 

The property meets the criteria for designation prescribed by the Province of Ontario under 

Ontario Heritage Act Regulation 9/06. 

The property was listed in the Municipal Register of Cultural Heritage Resources in the early 

1990s. It was rated a Category A. 

The subject property was also identified recently as significant in the draft Cultural Heritage 

Resource Report commissioned for the Vales of Humber Estate Lands Secondary Plan. 

4.0 POLICY FRAMEWORK 

In the context of land use planning, the Province of Ontario has declared that the wise use and 

management of Ontario's cultural heritage resources is a key provincial interest. 

A set of Provincial Policy Statements (PPS) provides planning policy direction on matters of 

provincial interest in Ontario. These statements set the policy framework for regulating the 

development and use of land. The current set of policies was last reviewed in 2005. At that 

time the cultural heritage policies were strengthened considerably. 

The relevant heritage policy statement is PPS 2.6.1, which states that: "significant built 

heritage resources and significant cultural heritage landscapes shall be conserved". 

PPS 2.6.1 is tied to Section 3 of the Ontario Planning Act which stipulates that land use 

planning decisions by municipalities "shall be consistent with" the Provincial Policy Statements. 

The policy is also integrated with the Ontario Heritage Act. This piece of legislation grants 

municipalities powers to preserve locally significant cultural heritage resources through 

heritage designation. Decisions as to whether a property should be designated heritage or not 

is based solely on it inherent cultural heritage value or interest. 

City Council prefers to designate heritage properties with the support of property owners. 

However, Council will designate a property proactively, without the concurrence of a property 

owner as required. These principles are reflected in Brampton's Official Plan. The relevant 

policies are as follows: 

4.9.1.3: All significant heritage resources shall be designated as being of cultural 

heritage value or interest in accordance with the Ontario Heritage Act to help ensure effective 

protection and their continuing maintenance, conservation and restoration. 
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4.9.1.5: Priority will be given to designating all heritage cemeteries and all Class A 

heritage resources in the Cultural Heritage Resources Register under the Ontario Heritage Act. 

4.9.1.6: The City will give immediate consideration to the designation of any heritage 
resource under the Ontario Heritage Act if that resource is threatened with demolition, 
significant alterations or other potentially adverse impacts. 

These principles are also guided by recognized best practices in the field of heritage 
conservation in Ontario and in Brampton's Heritage Program. 

5.0 ALTERATION HISTORYAND HERITAGE INTEGRITY NOTE: 

The property has been altered at different times over the many decades since the property 
was established. 

The masonry rectory, once located to the rear of the church was demolished in 1994. 

The foundation walls of the church were re-clad in recent years with a pinkish field stone 
veneer. 

A frame drive shed (to the east of the church) and brick school house (to the south of the 

church) were also removed from the site. 

In the 1960s the grave markers were removed from the associated graves and embedded in a 

concrete memorial cairn. A row of conifers were planted behind the cairn. Father McSpiritt's 

grave site has been altered by the removal of the original granite marker and replacement with 

a stone grotto, then its removal and replacement with a simple metal plaque embedded in the 
ground. 

A large parking lot was established around the church and with Region of Peel road widening, 

a significant portion of the frontage was lost and a new hard surface retaining wall with steps 
and railing were built close to the main entrance to the church. Additional road widening 

should be vigorously discouraged due to likely negative impacts on the church and cemetery, 
compounding the impacts from previous road widening. 

6.0 NOTE ON ARCHAEOLOGICAL POTENTIAL: 

The property has clear archaeological potential as a result of the proximity to the valley and 

tributary of the West Humber watershed, the Euro-Canadian occupation of the site since the 
1830s and with the 19th century cemetery. 

7.0 EXCLUSIONS: 

There are no exclusions to the scope of designation on the subject property. 



8.0 LOCATION MAPS: 
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9.0 IMAGES: 

Pliolos documenting how the subject property contributes lo t\w Wildficld ciiltunil heritage 

landscape. (Above) view looking north on The (Jorc Ko;ul; (lielow): view looking south on 

The Gore Road from jiisl inside Calcdon. 



Views of St. Patrick's Church from Tlie Gore Road. 



1894 Corner stone embedded in loiiiidation wall on front facade. (Below) detail photos showing 

masonry walls and buttresses, along with some decorative elements such as brick label over lancet 

window (norlh facade). 
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Dci.iil photo showing the spire. Note the decorative brick courses, labels and voussoirs over 

windows. 
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Additional photos illustrating well executed 

design elements. 



Main untt'iincc; double leaf wood doors with panels and original 

iron hardware; also trefoil transom with stained glass lights. 

(Left): Detail photo 

showing coffered, wood 

plank ceiling in main 

entrance vestibule. 
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Grave markers For Fr. Eugene 

O'Reilly (left) and Fr. Francis 

McSpiritt (below). 



Memorial cairn embedded with grave markers. The majority of the markers date to the early and mid 19' 
century and are for Irish selllers in the Toronto-Gore area. 



il photos showing the well carved grave markers in the memorial cairn. 
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Photos documenting pastoral, rural land characteristics and passive open space that contribute to the 

cultural value of the subject properly and Wihlfleld area. 
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